Min Wen - Research outputs - DTU Orbit (14/06/2019)

**Dynamic vehicle routing problems: Three decades and counting**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015 › Research › peer-review

**The Electric Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows**
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2016 › Research › peer-review

**A Predictive Maintenance Model for Railway Tracks**
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2015 › Research › peer-review

**A Heuristic for Locating Electric Vehicle Charging Stations for Trip Chains**
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2014 › Research › peer-review

**Combining Speed and Routing Decisions in Maritime Transportation**
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2014 › Research › peer-review

**Routing of Electric Vehicles: Case Study of City Distribution in Copenhagen**
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2013 › Research › peer-review

**Locating replenishment stations for electric vehicles: Application to Danish traffic data**
Research output: Working paper › Working paper – Annual report year: 2012 › Research

**A multilevel variable neighborhood search heuristic for a practical vehicle routing and driver scheduling problem**
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2009 › Research
A variable neighborhood search for a practical food distribution problem
Wen, M., 2009.
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2009 › Research

Dynamic multi-period vehicle routing problem
Wen, M., 2009.
Research output: Contribution to conference › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2009 › Research

The Dynamic Multi-Period Vehicle Routing Problem
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

Vehicle routing with cross-docking
Research output: Contribution to journal › Journal article – Annual report year: 2009 › Research › peer-review

An exact algorithm for Aircraft Landing Problem
Wen, M., Larsen, J. & Clausen, J., 2005
Research output: Book/Report › Report – Annual report year: 2005 › Research › peer-review